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Abstract - Important aspect in the modern e-learning 
systems is selecting the most adequate learning materials 
based on learners’ requirements, needs and knowledge 
goals. Recommender systems based on collaborative 
filtering contribute to overcoming the information 
overload in personalized learning environments. That’s 
why there is imminent need of using systems that have the 
capability to detect the learners’ needs and to recommend 
them the most adequate learning context. In recent years, 
it is common practice to use tags in the process of filtering 
the most useful learning materials.Through the tagging, 
learners can mark or highlight some learning materials 
and can contribute to organizing and retrieving useful 
learning materials. 

Our previous researches were focused on tag-based 
collaborative filtering and learning style determination, 
the factors that affect the tag-based collaborative filtering, 
in order to suggest useful learning material in adequate 
format. 

In this paper, we propose a new tag-based collaborative 
algorithm that takes in consideration the factors that 
affect the tag-based collaborative filtering in order to 
develop more efficient and accurate algorithm, and 
suggest the learning materials based on posted tags rating 
and students rating. 

The developed system was implemented at the Faculty of 
Law – Bitola, and the evaluation results are shown in this 
paper.  

Keywords:tag-based collaborative filtering, algorithm, e-
learning, learning materials 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Undoubtedly, the internet technology has an 
important rolein the learning systems and, the 
volume of course-related information available to 
the learners is rapidly increasing. Searching for 
useful materials and sources in a large dataset 
without some tools for context filtering and 
recommendations leads to inefficient learning 
process.  

Intelligent e-learning systems can improve, 
modernize and simplify the learning process by 
using tools for filtering the most adequate learning 
materials based on users’ knowledge level, needs, 

requirements and interests. In addition, the 
intelligent e-learning systems are going to 
motivate and support the learners to achieve the 
learning goals on efficient and effective way. 

Recommender systems in e-learning 
environments utilize information about learners 
and learning activities and recommend items such 
as papers, web pages, courses, lessons and other 
learning objects. According to Drachsler et al. [1], 
recommender systems have to meet the 
pedagogical rules and interests of learners. 
Because all learners have different characteristics, 
the effective recommender system in e-learning 
environments must take in consideration some 
learners’ features like learning goals, knowledge 
level, learning characteristics, strategies, etc. The 
main goal of the recommender systems is to make 
predictions using user ratings and tags available 
for a given item. 

Collaborative filtering is a wildly used 
approach to recommend adequate items to users 
based on the assumption that similar minded 
people will have similar taste, requirements, needs 
or behaviors. According to Huizhi et al. [2], the 
collaborative filtering can help users organize, 
share and retrieve information in an easy and 
quick way. 

With the increased use of the collaborative 
tagging systems, tags become useful information 
to enhance and optimize the algorithms for 
recommender systems. These systems can support 
learners by recommender learning resources and 
tags too. Collaborative tagging is a mechanism for 
describing items in large on-line collections. In 
other words, collaborative filtering approaches 
predict the rating of items for a specific user based 
on the ratings and tags from other users with 
similar interests. The same holds for tag 
suggestions. Tagging has recently become very 
popular and useful. At the same time it’s an 
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effective way of classifying items and categorizing 
them in groups that contain items with similar 
characteristics. According to Wartena et al. [3], 
tags are assigned by users to describe and find 
back items. Based on Musto et al. [4] the use of 
tags, keywords freely chosen by users for 
annotating resources, offers a new way for 
organizing and retrieving web resources that 
closely reflect the users’ mental model and also 
allow the use of evolving vocabularies. 

Because different learners may set different 
tags for the same learning material and the 
learning material can be tagged with multiple tags, 
the learner profile should be profiled not only by 
the tags and used learning materials, but also by 
the relationship between the tags and tagged 
learning materials from the learner [5]. 

In our previous researches [6,7,8], we have 
implemented an intelligent e-learning system that 
was used in the educational process at the Faculty 
of Law in Bitola. It includes adaptation rules and 
ontology for knowledge representation and 
supports the learners by recommending learning 
materials, online learning activities based on their 
learning style, used tags, knowledge level and the 
browsing history of other students with similar 
characteristics. In other words, the system uses 
tag-based collaborative filtering in order to 
recommend the most adequate learning materials 
to the students. The students can add tags for the 
learning materials by using an interface and simply 
by entering one or more tags separated by commas 
in the free-text input text field. In our another 
research [9], we have identified the factors and 
parameters that impact a tag based collaborative 
filtering used for recommending the most adequate 
learning materials. In that content, we have 
identified the following factors: students rating, 
tags rating and learning materials rating. 

In the scope of this paper, we review several 
tag-based collaborative filtering algorithms and 
propose a new algorithm that takes in consideration 
the factors that affect the tag-based collaborative 
filtering in order to develop more efficient and 
accurate algorithm. Our approach determinates the 
similar profile with logged student, selects the 
adequate learning materials and forces the more 
important learning materials – materials that have 
tags with high rating set by the students with high 
rating. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Liang et al. [2] proposed a tag-based 
collaborative filtering approach for recommending 
personalized items to the users. Based on the 
distinctive three dimensional relationships among 
the users, tags and items, they proposed a new 
similarity measuring method which generates the 

neighborhood of users with similar tagging 
behavior instead of similar implicit ratings. Based 
on experimental result, the authors show that by 
using the tagging information, the proposed 
approach outperforms the standard user and item 
based collaborative filtering approaches. 
Carmagnola et al. [10] proposed a framework for 
improvingrecommender systems through 
exploiting the users tagging activity. They stress 
social annotation as a new and powerful kind of 
feedback and as a way to infer knowledge about 
users. Also, they investigated the role of tags in the 
definition of the user model and the impact of the 
tags on the accuracy of the recommendations. Yue 
et al.[11]proposed a novel algorithm for tag-based 
collaborative filtering, which exploits user-
contributed tags that are common to multiple 
domains in order to establish the cross-domain 
links necessary for successful cross-domain 
collaborative filtering. The authors introduced a 
constraint involving tag-based similarities between 
pairs of users and pairs of items across domains. 
By using two publicly available collaborative 
filtering data sets as different domains, the authors 
experimentally demonstrated that the new 
algorithm substantially outperforms other state-of-
the-art single domain collaborative filtering and 
cross-domain collaborative filtering 
approaches.Rong et al.[12] proposed a 
collaborative approach for expanding tag neighbors 
and investigate the spectral clustering algorithm to 
filter out noisy tag neighbors in order to get 
appropriate recommendation for the users. Based 
on the preliminary experiments that have been 
conducted on MovieLens dataset to compare the 
proposed approach with the traditional 
collaborative filtering recommendation approach 
and native tag neighbors expansion approach in 
terms of precision, the result demonstrates that the 
proposed approach could considerably improve the 
performance of the recommendations. Wartena et 
al. [3] focused on generating tag-based profiles for 
the users and then recommended new learning 
materials based on the generated profile. Also they 
introduced topic aware recommendation algorithm 
- first detect different interests in the user's profile 
and then generate recommendations for each of 
these interests. The authors in [13] present a tag 
recommender system which extends the 
collaborative filtering with a content-based 
approach able to extract tags directly from the 
textual content of HTML pages. Results of their 
experiments carried out on a large dataset gathered 
from Bibsonomy, where's shown that the use of 
content-based techniques improves the predictive 
accuracy of the tag recommender. 
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III.  PROPOSED APPROACH 

The proposed algorithm for tag-based 
collaborative filtering is a part of a larger adaptive 
e-learning system. Except recommendation, the 
system delivers the learning materials in format 
adequate to the learners’ learning style. 

All of the learners can describe learning 
materials with a set of tags, whereby the system 
creates a complex network of learners, learning 
materials and tags. To understand the main idea of 
the proposed algorithm, we need to consider that 
network as a three-dimensional relation: learner – 
learning material – tag. That structure allows 
determination oflearners that set tags for specific 
learning material. In that manner,we can define the 
following sets: 

S = {S1, S2, ... Sn}: set of learners (in our case 
students) 

L = {L 1, L2, ... Ln}: set of learning materials 
T = {T1, T2, ...Tn}: set of tags posted from the 

students S for learning materials L 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.Conceptual model for collaborative tagging system 

 

Additionally, learners and tags have their own 
rating. The learning material becomes important if 
it has been tagged with important tags (tags with 
high rating)from important learners (learners with 
high rating). For instance, one learning material 
could be tagged with important tags by important 
learner.  Then, the tagged learning material can be 
considered as an important learning material and 
suggest it to the logged learner. The same holds 
for the learners and tags.  

Undoubtedly, learners have different 
knowledge level and have different interest. To 
achieve greater efficiency in the educational 
process and in the process of recommendation, we 
group learners in few groups and subgroups named 
as virtual learning group. There, virtual learning 
group is a set of learners with the same knowledge 
level, the same learning interests and use the same 
course. For instance, learner A and learner B 
belongs to the same virtual learning group only if 
they have the same knowledge level and they have 
the same learning interests.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Virtual learning groups 

The main idea of our paper is to suggest the 
most relevant learning materials to the learners 
using tag-based collaborative filtering, but also to 
take in consideration and the learners and learning 
materials rating.With other words, the suggested 
algorithm will force the more important learning 
materials – materials that have tags with high 
rating posted by learners with high rating. 

To generate the suggested list, the system needs 
to complete the following steps: determinate 
similar learners, select the most adequate learning 
materials and order the selected learning material 
by their rating. 

The main goal of the first step is to 
determinatesimilar learners with the logged learner 
and to generate a set of the top N most similar 
learners, ordered by their rating. In this step, 
system first selects all learners that belong to the 
same virtual group with the logged student (all 
students with the same knowledge level and 
learning interests) and students with higher 
knowledge level but with the same knowledge 
level. For instance, if logged user A has basic 
knowledge level and his learning interest is PHP 
programming language, then the algorithm will 
select all students with the same properties (basic 
knowledge level and interest in PHP programming 
language) and students with medium or advanced 
knowledge level that are interested for PHP 
programming language too.  

Once the most similar learners are identified, 
the second step is to select the most adequate 
learning materials in order to be recommended to 
the logged learner. In that manner, the algorithm 
takes in consideration all materials which have 
been tagged from the similar learners generated in 
the previous step but not used from the logged 
learner. Important aspect in this step is the learning 
materials rating because the algorithm will force 
the learning materials with higher rating. 

Within the first step, we use BM25, also known 
as Okapi BM25. Manning et al. [14] defined it is a 
non-binary probabilistic model used in information 
retrieval. The system takes into consideration a set 
of tags of each learner and make two analogies, 
comparing the tags of the logged learner with a 
query, and the set of tags of each similar profile as 
a document. It means that we performed 

LM Users Tags 

1 
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calculation of learners profile similarity based on 
the BM25 model and thus we generate a set with 
all the similar profiles to the logged learner. The 
BM25-based similarity model is taken from the 
calculation of the Retrieval Status Value of a 
document (RSVd) of a collection of a given query 
[14]: 

 

RSVd = ∑ ��� ∗�ɛ� 	�
������
�
�	�����∗� ��������	�	����

∗
		������� ���	���  

 
RSVd represents the similarity score between 

the logged learner (the terms of the query q) and 
one similar learner (the terms of the document d) 
from the same virtual group. This similarity is 
calculated as a sum over every tag t posted by the 
logged student. The similar learner n is 
represented as a set of tags with their frequencies. 
Ld is the sum of the frequencies of each tag of the 
similar learner n. Lave is the average of the Ld of 
every similar learner. The term tftn is the frequency 
of the tag t into the set of tags of the similar 
learner n, tftq represents the frequency of the tag t 
into the query - the set of tags of the logged user.  

After calculating the similarity between the 
logged learner and each similar learner (learners 
from the same virtual learning group or learners 
with higher knowledge level but with the same 
learning interests), we choose the top N similar 
learners with the highest rating. 

Within in the second step, the system uses 
cosine-based similarity to calculate the similarity 
between two learning materials – learning 
materials tagged from the logged learner and 
learning materials tagged from the similar learners. 
Then, the system will select top N materials with 
highest rating. To get the more reliable results for 
calculating the similarity between learning 
material a and learning material b, we need to 
isolate the students who have set tags to both of 
these items and then to apply a similarity 
computation technique to determine the similarity 
between learning material a and learning material 
b. 

We use cosine-based similarity to calculate the 
similarity between two learning materials. In this 
case, the learning materials are thought of as two 
vectors in the m dimensional user space[15]. The 
similarity between the materials is measured by 
computing the cosine of the angle between these 
two vectors, based on following calculations: 

Similarity (a,b) = cos (!",#$") = 
%$"	�	�$"

‖%$"‖'∗	(�$"(' 

Because the learners rating and the learning 
materials rating have an impact on the process of 
determining the relevant learning materials, we 
need to calculate them. 

A. Student rating 
In order to calculate the learners rating, the 

system uses two coefficients: knowledge level 
coefficient (Ckl) and student activity coefficient 
(Csa).  

Total student rating Ckl can be calculated as an 
average value of the two coefficients: 

Ckl =∑()*+� * Kln) 
Pn is a score from the test of knowledge level 

Klnand Nt is the maximum number of test points. 

The student activity coefficient (Csa) can be 
calculated as: 

Csa= ,-.,�  
Tsuis number of total tags posted from the 

student S, while Tt is total number of tags posted 
from the other learners for learning materials 
tagged by learner S. 

Finally, learner ratingSrat can be calculating as: 

Srat = /�0�/-%	1  

B. Learning material rating 
Average material rating (LMr) can be 

calculated as an average value of two coefficients: 
average rating posted from the learners (Rav) and 
learners’ average rating that post rating to learning 
material (Rsav): 

LMr = 
2%3�2-%3	

1  

The Figure 3 shows the diagram of proposed 
approached. 
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Figure 3. Process of learning materials recommendation 

The implemented system uses following logics 
in the process of learning materials 
recommendation: 

For each student S do 
     If the student S belongs to the same virtual learning 
group with the logged student Sa 
     If the student S has rating >rating_limit  

     For each similar student to the logged 
student Sa (based on Okapi BM25) do 
          For each tag on a learning material Lm 
of similar student Sa do 
               For each commonly tagged learning 
material Lmk that Sa has with S do 

      If the learning material Lmk has rating 
>rating_limit_material 

                  For each similar tag i 
   Calculate the sim(TSa ->Lmk[i], TSa-> 

Lm[i]) 
   Add sim(Ts1->LMk[i], TBlmk->k[i]) + 1 to 
student_temp_similarity 
Add_material_to_finall_list() 
                   End for 
   End if 
              End for 
          End for 
     End for 

       End if 
  End if 
End for 

 

IV.  RESULTS 

The system was implemented at the Faculty of 
Law in Bitola. It was used in the period of 6 
months by the students from the undergraduate 
studies. The survey was conducted on total 110 
students, divided into twovirtual learning groups: 
Computer Technology and Constitutional Law, 
which contains three sub virtual groups, based on 
student knowledge level: basic, medium and 
advanced knowledge level. Table I shows the 
number of students in virtual learning groups and 
sub-groups. 

TABLE I.   NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN VIRTUAL LEARNING GROUPS 

 

Knowledge level 

Basic Medium Advanced 

C
ou

rs
es

 Computer 
Technology 22 24 12 

Constitutional law 18 21 13 

 

We compared the results from our previously 
research and the current research. In our 
previously research, we were using simple 
collaborative filtering for learning materials 
recommendation, but we didn’t take in 
consideration any additional factors that affect the 
collaborative filtering process.In the current 
research, we use BM25 probabilistic model for 
determination of similar students with the logged 
student and cosine-based similarity for selecting 
the most adequate learning materials. Additionally, 
in the scope of this paper we have taken in 
consideration learners rating and learning 
materials ratingin order to check their impact on 
the process of determining the most relevant 
learning materials. Table II shows results 
differences. 

TABLE II.    COMPARATION OF THE RESULTS 

Activity 
The old 
research 

The current 
research 

Number of learning units 91 148 

Number of students 110 110 

Number of tags 739 1345 

Average students rating (1-5) / 3.89 

Average learning materials rating (1-
5) 

/ 4.12 

Used learning materials from the 
suggested list (%) 

74.6 83.8 

According to the results in TableII, it’s clear 
that the approach that takes in consideration 
learning materials and students rating bring to 
more effective process of tagging, but also and 
more valuable and useful recommendation. The 
Figure 4 shows the graph presentation of the 
results differences. 
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Figure 4: Graph presentation of the results differences 

 
An e-survey was conducted as a last part of this 

research. The survey was conducted to the 
students after using the system and their answers 
are shown inTable III.  

TABLE III.    RESULTS FROM THE E-SURVERY 

# Question 

Answers 
(1 - StronglyDisagree 
5- Strongly Agree ) 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. 

I found useful using 
learning materials with 
adequate complexity to 
my knowledge level and 
prior knowledge 

5 9 22 25 49 

2. 
I found useful 
recommendations for 
learning materials 

1 7 17 39 50 

3. 
The recommend learning 
materials are adequate to 
my needs 

2 8 12 37 51 

4. 
The system was user-
friendly and easy for 
using 

3 8 14 29 56 

5. 

The approach of 
suggesting learning 
materials is useful and 
helpful in the educational 
process 

4 11 26 30 39 

6. 

Learning materials with 
high rating are more 
valuable and helpful for 
me 

7 15 22 30 36 

7. 

I want to use the learning 
materials which were 
used from the student 
with high rating 

8 11 24 29 38 

 
According to the answers, the students are 

satisfied with the quality of recommendation for 
the next learning materials, and they agree that the 
system is user-friendly and easy for using. 
Furthermore, they confirmed that the learning 
materials rating and student rating has important 
impact in the process of learning material 
recommendation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The system’s ability to select the most adequate 
learning content and deliver it in the adequate 
format to the users is very important aspect in 
adaptive e-learning systems. The main goal of our 

system is to recommend the most appropriate 
materials to the students based on the tags they set 
for the learning materials. Additionally, we have 
taken in consideration students rating and learning 
material rating in the process of collaborative 
filtering. 

In the scope of this paper we proposed a tag-
based collaborative filtering algorithm that takes in 
consideration the factors that affect the tag-based 
collaborative filtering in order to develop more 
efficient and accurate algorithm. Our approach 
determinates the similar profile with logged 
student, selects the adequate learning materials and 
forces the more important learning materials – 
materials that have tags with high rating set by 
students with high rating.The system calculates the 
rating of the learning materials and students first. 
Then, the system determinate the similar profiles to 
the logged learner based on the BM25 probabilistic 
model. Second, by using cosine-based similarity 
the system calculates the similarity between two 
learning materials – learning materials for which 
the logged learner has set tags and learning 
materials for which the similar learner has set tags. 
Then, the system will select top N materials with 
the highest rating. 

After a period of using the system, we have 
compared the results obtained from the student’s 
activities and we can conclude that the proposed 
algorithm for tag-based collaborative filtering that 
takes in consideration ratings of students and 
learning is more efficient that a standard 
collaborative filtering. It can be concludes based on 
the highest percentage of accepted items from the 
suggested list in the current research versus the 
percentage in the preview research. 

The future researches could be focused on 
including lists with synonyms for the tags and cold 
star problem. in tag-based collaborative filtering 
process in order to be recommend more adequate 
learning materials. 
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